1. How did Richard imagine he would fix his Candy Corn problem if he won the whole jar?

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

2. What was the question that Wayne had for Richard about his sleep-over?
   a. Who's coming?  
   b. What day is it?  
   c. What time is it?  
   d. Where are we sleeping?

3. Why didn’t Richard go straight to gym? What was he planning to do?

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

4. What distracted Richard in the auditorium?
   a. 5th grade band  
   b. a movie  
   c. Ms. Rooney’s voice  
   d. Matthew and Wayne

5. In his mind, Richard kept changing _________________________________ at his sleep-over.
   a. what they were eating  
   b. where they were sleeping  
   c. what games to play  
   d. what time to go to bed
1. How did Richard imagine he would fix his Candy Corn problem if he won the whole jar?

Richard imagined he would win the Candy Corn then he'd take off the top and put a few pieces in his mouth. When Ms. Rooney would tell him they were going to count the Candy Corn together, Richard would respond by saying he didn't know how many pieces he ate and the whole problem would be solved.

2. What was the question that Wayne had for Richard about his sleep-over?

- a. Who's coming?
- b. What day is it?
- c. What time is it?
- d. Where are we sleeping?

3. Why didn't Richard go straight to gym? What was he planning to do?

Richard didn't go straight to the gym because he was planning on sneaking into his classroom and changing the number on the bottom of the Candy Corn jar.

4. What distracted Richard in the auditorium?

- a. 5th grade band
- b. a movie
- c. Ms. Rooney's voice
- d. Matthew and Wayne

5. In his mind, Richard kept changing _______________________________.

- a. what they were eating
- b. where they were sleeping
- c. what games to play
- d. what time to go to bed